Introduction
Hammersley [7] showed that if X l , X 2 >·-is a sequence of independent identically distributed random variables whose common distribution is continuous, and if C(O denotes the length of the longest increasing (decreasing) subsequence of X { , X 2 ,. . ., X n , Γ Γ then there is a constant c such that -~ ->c and ~ ->c in probability, s «-»oo.
r? Kesten [8] showed that in fact there is almost sure convergence. Logan and Shepp [11] proved that c^2, and recently Versik and Kerov [13] have announced that c = 2. If α is an irrational then the sequence {a}, {2 a},. . . of fractional parts of multiples of α is uniformly distributed in the unit interval. Franklin [5] calls such a sequence a "Weyl sequence" and applies various tests to determine its quality s a pseudo-random sequence. In this spirit, it is reasonable to investigate l" (a) and /" (a), the lengths of the longest increasing and decreasing subsequences of {a}, . . . , {«a}. We will be particularly interested /+ -in the behaviour of -V and i * n 2 Some work along these lines was done by del Junco and Steele in [2] . Using discrepancy estimates, they were able to show that --> -and --»-for almost all a, and log« 2 log« 2 in particular for algebraic irrationals.
Here we shall be able to obtain more precise results by establishing the exact connection between £ (/") and the continued fraction expansion of a. We will find piecewise linear functions of n, λ* and A~ whose vertices are explicitly determined by a, which satisfy λ+ -2 < In ^ λ+ and λ~ -2 < l~ ^ λ~. The results are precise enough to show, for example,
that there is no α for which -~-or -^-tends to a limit. In fact n 2 is the correct order of r? r? magnitude of l" and /" precisely when α has bounded partial quotients. This last result invites comparison with a result of del Junco and Steele concerning the van der Corput sequence, to the effect that
?
.
An interesting contrast to the result for random sequences is that
(1) n g /+ (a) /-(a) £ 2«, for all a. / + Γ Γ Γ Jn fact lim sup --~ = 2 for all a, and liminf---=1 if α has unbounded partial n n quotients. The lower inequality is essentially the famili r result of Erd s and Szekeres [4] , but the upper inequality is peculiar to the sequence {na}. Although it is an easy consequence of our formulas for λ£ and λ~, a more direct proof would be desirable. Note that, by contrast Γ Γ with (1), for random sequences -----> 4.
The result (1), s well s aspects of the structure of the longest monotone subsequences, i -5 2 -4-1 was suggested by a computation of 1+ and /~ for α = 2 2 , ---and e for n ^ 100,000, using the algorithm of Fredman [6] . Only the values of n for which l" > l"-i or l" > l -i were printed, and these values suggested the connection with continued fractions.
The pattern of the proof is s follows. We first show that l" is the solution to a certain integer programming problem. We then define λ+ to be the solution of the corresponding linear programming problem, so that obviously λ£ ^ l* . Since there are only two more constraints than variables, we are able to explicitly find λ£ , and the structure of the extremum λ + shows that λ£ -2 < £ . Finally, we analyse the asymptotic behaviour of -j-. Since obviously n 1 /" (a) = l* (l -a), the results for /~ follow automatically. 
One-sided diophantine approximation
««-1
We shall write σ π = |# π α -/?J, so that σ Β =||9 Λ α|| for /ι>1, where, s usual, = min({x}, l -{*}). Then (2), (3) and (4) imply (6) a n +i =α Μ+1 σ η , « = 0,1,....
We defme the intermediate convergents --by
Note that q", 0 = q n and q", an+2 = q"+ 2 ' Defming σ Μ = |$ Μ α-/> Μ |, (3) and (6) imply that
The sequence q n is characterized by the following well-known result: Lemma 1. For n^2, q n is the smallest integer q>q n _ l such that \\qa\\ < ||9 Β -ια||.
We defme {qf} to be the sequence of even-ordered denominators q 2m and q 2m ,k (l ^ k g a 2m + 2 -1) arranged in increasing order q < # 04 < · · · < q 2 < · · · , and {q~ } to be the corresponding sequence of odd-ordered denominators. The following is an analogue of Lemma l which we have been unable to find explicitly stated in the Standard literature: 9 qf is the smallest integer q>q^-\ such that {qa} < {q". ! a} .
(ii) For n^i,q~ is the smallest integer q>q^-i such that {q^~i<x} < {#a}.
Proof. By (9), {^a} forms a decreasing sequence. Let q satisfy q>qZ-i=*q2m,k To prove (ii), apply (i) to l -a.
Remark. The q* are the denominators in the semi-regular continued fraction +1 -l -l defined by α = 6 0 ~τ r τ > with b n ^ 2 for all n ^ 1.
The easiest way to see this is to show that these denominators satisfy Lemma 2. It also follows from a result of Tietze [12] , p. 163.
An integer programming problem
It is clear that /~ (a) = /+(! -a) so we will limit ourselves in this section to /+ . By definition, l" is the maximum value of / under these constraints.
We claim that, in (13) , it is no restriction to choose d k from among the q*. For, if #m < d k < q^+i , then {d k oc} > {q" a}, by Lemma 2, so Kd k is replaced by q* , both inequalities in (13) continue to hold. But then, collecting terms in q* and {q* a}, (13) reduces to (12).
A linear programming problem
Let λ* (α) denote the solution to the problem defined by (l 1) and (12) , where r m and n are no longer required to be integers. Define A~ (a) = A^ (l -a). Then obviously λ* Ξ> /â nd λ~ ^/~. Now that real coefficients are to be allowed, we find that the intermediate denominators q 2m^ which appear in q+ are no longer needed: Assuming i <y, then a 2 i < o 2 } and 2i < 2j , so the condition for x, ^ 0, Xj ^ 0 is seen to be 2i^n^ 2j . Among the vertices of types l and II, we seek to maximize λ = χ ί -\ l·χ κ . Let us denote the right member of (17) by / f (/i) and by g tj (n) the value of λ = x t + x ; given by (19). Then The proof for λ~ follows by the Standard symmetry. using (5) and (6). This proves (21), and (22) Two real numbers a, a' are said to be equivalent if a = -; --, where a,b,c,d are cot integers with ad -bc=±l.A necessary and sufflcient condition for and a' to be equivalent is that their continued fraction expansions can be shifted so δs to coincide beyond some point [1] , p. 9.
Using (5) To prove the second Statement, let A k = q k a k . Then the following inequality may be derived from (2), (4) and (5), [1] , p. 12:
Suppose that an infinite set of a m satisfy a m ^ 2. To be specific, consider the case where 02k ^ 2 for an infinite set of k. Then (25) 
We may rewrite (26) and (27) Furthermore a^ l for all a. So, if a is not equivalent to τ then while for numbers equivalent to τ, we have
Example. We see from (21), (22) and (24) The metric theory of continued fractions gives us similarly precise Information for almost all a. The following result is sufficient for our purposes: The remainder of the proof is similar.
-Ηε
Remark. Of course (log n) * can be replaced by φ (log n) for any increasing ψ for 
